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Alien Interview

The purpose of this thread is discussion around the Alien Interview that took place back in the
times of Roswell crashes. I just learned of this book a few days ago as somebody posted it in one
of my threads.
Now at the time of the Roswell crash, there were two craft that came down some distance apart.
each as a survivor. Most of you may have read something of EBE who survived until about 1951,.
EBE was a PLANT person and a member of a group who had come here to help man deal with
the increasing issues of carbon dioxide. Yes there are PLANT people as planets vary greatly in
the intelligence walking being that evolves out of them. ATmospheres, densities, pressures,
temperature vary. You might want to google Roswell crash and EBE. It was thought EBE was a
gray by many readers but not so.
This crash had one survivor also that lived fine for several weeks, and then there was an attempt
to disengage the soul or murder, whatever. This person was a gray, and it's not correct totally to
say a gray, because it's just a body type, and a synthetic one at that, that is use a great deal by
immortal spirit beings to travel the cosmos. it actually comes in most of the colors of the rainbow
and while.
Here is an example of the more white tall "gray" used by very ADVANCED "angelic origin" beings.

In fact those of you that read my stuff from and about MIchael of Nebadon/ATON, this is the body
type he is using for this mission. He is a spirit being and must walk this plane and he is often all
over the place in craft and it suits his needs. At one time I did a work on this, in which we called
this type of form, the "casper the friendly ghost form", as many people did watch those cartoons
long ago and you will remember that nasty ghosts in the story had a more nasty form. there was
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great truth there. Aton's form for his return is about 9 1/2 feet or 3 meters tall. I have met him and
this form is more muscular and he can actually intake small amounts of food, and uses a formula
for nutrition, intaking liquid light with other substances to nourish the form. Many of your guardian
angels use these types of forms. You will much better understand it when you read what it is. In
fact the all do, and some of you have gray visits are being visited by both friends and guardian
angels.
At any rate, if you choose to read this book I am posting, you will get a much better idea of what
the body does. Some think these ones don't have souls. Yes they do, but there is also a form
created as a slave form by such as the Orions, that is not ensouled in the meaning of the world.
And I can discuss that more later.
I need to shower and tend an appointment, but I decided to go ahead with this project as there is
interest.
Here's the pdf file. Its free, but I also purchased a copy, feeling I owe the author if I am going to
teach, to not use a possibly pirated copy. It's only $5.
[link to www.theparacast.com] if you use google and "alien interview' you will discover lots of free
pdf's. and also the original website.
I am also going to get a link to a thread here, where there has already been some discussion
because I posted the link in it. The reason I posted in it, is I sensed a bit of fear in the poster who
had some gray experiences. I think I will move my posts from that thread to this one later today.
Thread: Last Year I was a Foot Away From a Gray Alien, Twice
I think READING this book will enlighten anyone of interest and perhaps reduce the fear. The
alien is a lovely being and the person who spent weeks with her gathering information, was an
army nurse at the time. I can probably answer most to all questions which might come up. Now
the file seems big, it is a book but the first 1/2 is the story and the 2nd 1/2 is annotations and foot
notes. I may or may not be back to the thread tonight, more likely tomorrow.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/23/2011 07:48 PM
-----------------------------------------------------Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book
Moral acts are those human performances which are characterized by the highest intelligence,
directed by selective discrimination in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is
wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of the Father in heaven. Urantia Book
Michael of Nebadon (Jesus) promised NEW revelation at the end of this age. It has been given in
the Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, the 365 lessons of the Course of Miracles, Dolores
Cannon,www.wisdomoftherays.com and continues thru my organization. See my profile.
The reason money is the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron
Russo's From Freedom to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
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moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME.
There is no special Day for God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
-------------------------------------------------------------nexuseditor
Nexus Magazine
User ID: 1514626
Australia
08/23/2011 08:48 PM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344892
Netherlands
08/23/2011 09:00 PM
Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Could you provide any links to this hoax?
I have read the book it did states it was fictional based. I however liked it specially the notice of an
energy field that stops practically all spirits to escape the matrix prison into freedom and at the
same time induces AMNESIA forgetting who you are where you came from and erasing all
memories from the very beginning you where aware. It talks about the "light" after death which is a
trap and love emitting device, to yet again incarnate here on earth with amnesia...
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But yeah it could be a hoax definitely or it could be people trying to ridicule the book because it
may have some truth in it. I'm just having an open mind to it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344892
Netherlands
08/23/2011 09:05 PM
If you don't like reading:
Here is a youtube channel which reads the entire book for your convenience: It also has other
video's with good info
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ek2rU7Kb7k&feature=player_embedded
Please note there are 11 parts this is just part 1.
TheBroker
User ID: 1507820
08/23/2011 09:16 PM
Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Could you provide any links to this hoax?
I have read the book it did states it was fictional based. I however liked it specially the notice of an
energy field that stops practically all spirits to escape the matrix prison into freedom and at the
same time induces AMNESIA forgetting who you are where you came from and erasing all
memories from the very beginning you where aware. It talks about the "light" after death which is a
trap and love emitting device, to yet again incarnate here on earth with amnesia...
But yeah it could be a hoax definitely or it could be people trying to ridicule the book because it
may have some truth in it. I'm just having an open mind to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1344892

[link to projectcamelot.org]
link for ya
Luna Llena
User ID: 1334125
United States
08/23/2011 09:36 PM
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There is a second book...
The Domain Expenditionary Force Rescue Mission
Same author...you can find it on LuLu
Take Care...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344892
Netherlands
08/23/2011 09:54 PM
Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Could you provide any links to this hoax?
I have read the book it did states it was fictional based. I however liked it specially the notice of an
energy field that stops practically all spirits to escape the matrix prison into freedom and at the
same time induces AMNESIA forgetting who you are where you came from and erasing all
memories from the very beginning you where aware. It talks about the "light" after death which is a
trap and love emitting device, to yet again incarnate here on earth with amnesia...
But yeah it could be a hoax definitely or it could be people trying to ridicule the book because it
may have some truth in it. I'm just having an open mind to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1344892

[link to projectcamelot.org]
link for ya
Quoting: TheBroker

Thanks for the link yep as with all information be cautious of what you read. Take what you think
could be true and discard all the rest. That's how i see things.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/23/2011 11:05 PM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Nexus, I happen to know. I had been informed that there were two downed craft long ago, and
with in one, EBE was the survivor and lived to 1951. The other craft was not made public and the
person survived but a few weeks. That was completely PRIVATE information to me. I have asked
a huge number of questions since I got the book to confirm quite a number of things. I just in fact
spent 45 minutes of private time with one above discussing the details. the one above is my
personal destiny guardian who has taken with me the long journey to Paradise and we are in very
frequent contact. she is embodied in a similar but more refined form aboard a craft that I visit
regularly. she came down HERE personally today to discuss the book the book with me.
In fact I would not have decided to do this, if it was deemed unwise to become involved. It was felt
it was time to support the story.
There were some small modifications apparently added by the guy. but the alien and the story of
the interviews is not a hoax. There have been many things debunked publicly on purpose that are
not hoaxes and many hoaxes created in this business I am engaged in.
I would not take on this project without being pretty sure. You see, I have my own memories of
how the creation works, I am an awfully old soul and even if this were to be made up completely,
or loosely based on a story, he was given the option of presenting it as a novel and perhaps he
did some of it because some of it does not match, but the information provides ME with a very
important teaching tool and I am going to engage it.
I can argue that the story of acolyte, regards the alien message from another realm is baby
language is a hoax, because I know it doesn't work that way.
the guy who did the book, has posted additional tags ons etc, so it doesn't seem to be a hoax, and
not admitted as such on the website. The lady who did the interview with the alien was indeed a
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military nurse, as was the crude attempt to disable the alien. Maybe he had to call it a hoax to
save his arse.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/23/2011 11:15 PM
nexuseditor
Nexus Magazine
User ID: 1514626
Australia
08/23/2011 11:11 PM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Nexus, I happen to know. I had been informed that there were two downed craft long ago, and
with in one, EBE was the survivor and lived to 1951. The other craft was not made public and the
person survived but a few weeks. That was completely PRIVATE information to me. I have asked
a huge number of questions since the got the book to confirm quite a number of things. I just in
fact spent 45 minutes of private time with one above discussing the details.
There were some small modifications apparently added by the guy. but the alien and the story of
the interviews is not a hoax. There have been many things debunked publicly on purpose. I would
not take on this project without being pretty sure. You see, I have my own memories of how the
creation works, I am an awfully old soul and even if this were to be made up completely, or loosely
based on a story, he was given the option of presenting it as a novel and perhaps he did some of
it because some of it does not match, but the information provides ME with a very important
teaching tool and I am going to engage it.
I can argue that the story of acolyte, regards the alien message from another realm is baby
language is a hoax, because I know it doesn't work that way.
the guy who did the book, has posted additional tags ons etc, so it doesn't seem to be a hoax, and
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not admitted as such on the website. The lady who did the interview with the alien was indeed a
military nurse, as was the crude attempt to disable the alien. Maybe he had to call it a hoax to
save his arse.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I am really sorry Candace, but you are wrong on this one. The nurse doesn't exist, and it was all
made up. I wish it were otherwise, but this one is a total fabrication.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/23/2011 11:22 PM

I will be back tomorrow, on this, it is late. As to hoax's, the whole planet x, nibiru stories are all
hoaxes and they are making a big to do over this elenin thing. I have explained nibiru and planet x
in this thread. they weren't playing elenin then. Thread: There is NO Nibiru and my archived posts

By the way, on the book I am and was aware of the disclaimer. It matters not, people have to
cover their asses to live.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/23/2011 11:26 PM
Jamesbo
User ID: 1509821
United States
08/24/2011 12:21 AM

I read the material and found it compelling both in content and reasoning. Even written words
have a vibration and this work did not have the "sound" of BS. Even if it were made up, these type
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books do not make any money; who would go to such lengths to produce all the research to
support the facts - what proof do you have that it is NOT real? The Internet is full of CIA spin
doctors doing what they have been doing for over 50 years - to keep the truth from the people.
Any good data has been buried for years, kept from the public by our own government who
shoulod be for the people, of the people, not deceiving against the people.
Forget who wrote it, what about the content?
Last Edited by Jamesbo on 08/24/2011 02:23 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/24/2011 12:39 AM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Could you provide any links to this hoax?
I have read the book it did states it was fictional based. I however liked it specially the notice of an
energy field that stops practically all spirits to escape the matrix prison into freedom and at the
same time induces AMNESIA forgetting who you are where you came from and erasing all
memories from the very beginning you where aware. It talks about the "light" after death which is a
trap and love emitting device, to yet again incarnate here on earth with amnesia...
But yeah it could be a hoax definitely or it could be people trying to ridicule the book because it
may have some truth in it. I'm just having an open mind to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1344892

if the book was such a "hoax" it would continue the supremely wonderful material it contains. few
on earth would be aware of what is in it. If he fictionalized it some, so be it. that may have
something to do with a couple inaccurate statements in it. it's a grand story and the premise is
real. as I said, I was told personally that there was another crash at roswell and if ones search
maybe there are even leaks on that, I don't know. I was told there was a survivor who was
interviewed those long years ago and there is every reason to believe after my discussions with
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those above and the 45 minute chat to day that there is a real possibility this book is based, fiction
or otherwise on a goodly deal of fact.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344892
Netherlands
08/24/2011 01:33 AM

For interest in the topic.
And yes i had a feeling the story has good points, because i have found these kind of topics which
are explained in the book to be found in other sources.
Funney
User ID: 1217845
Czech Republic
08/24/2011 02:04 AM

i have read many similiar accounts (perhaps hundreds of them over the years)
i like brief, short stories, rather than long interviews or painted books
i suggested some time ago, that you should read Magonia Database (DB of humanoid contacts
1868 - 1968) (done?)

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1001177
United States
08/24/2011 02:16 AM
Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
peace
Quoting: nexuseditor
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Thanks for telling us what we all agree upon. Keep your opinions your own, even if you feel the
need to thrust them upon us. Don't group everyone into your little hoax believing gang.
Seriously, if people spent half the time trying to prove these things instead of wasting time
disproving them (False stories will fade on their own anyway) we would be much further along with
disclosure.
Reminds me of the scientists that get paid god knows how much while sitting around disproving
other people's theories with their own new theories. Search for truth, not lies.
=@=
User ID: 1517998
Austria
08/24/2011 02:30 AM

The best offense you could to to Aton (since you have read through and through the phoenix
journals) is to ever pretend he would show up as a grey.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344892
Netherlands
08/24/2011 04:43 AM
Nobody in Particular:
Have you red the second book: THE DOMAIN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE RESCUE MISSION?
nexuseditor
Nexus Magazine
User ID: 1514626
Australia
08/24/2011 05:00 AM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
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peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Thanks for telling us what we all agree upon. Keep your opinions your own, even if you feel the
need to thrust them upon us. Don't group everyone into your little hoax believing gang.
Seriously, if people spent half the time trying to prove these things instead of wasting time
disproving them (False stories will fade on their own anyway) we would be much further along with
disclosure.
Reminds me of the scientists that get paid god knows how much while sitting around disproving
other people's theories with their own new theories. Search for truth, not lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1001177

Well, you might have a point generally speaking - but in my case it is part of my job to investigate
all these cases and claims.
Seriously, everyone knows this book is total fiction - there is not a single UFO researcher out there
who believes it to have any truth.
The very fact that it mentions Roswell got it put under intense scrutiny from every direction. Do
you have ANY idea how many books and investigations have come out of Roswell?
This book falls apart under the first level of investigation, it is total fiction.
That does NOT mean its contents are useless or meaningless - that is your free will to allocate
whatever you want. Just remember as you do so, that the author made it all up.
Got it?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 09:01 AM

Hi Candace,
I am really sorry to inform you that "The Alien Interview" is a hoax. The guy who wrote it
confessed some time ago.
Believe me, many researchers spent lots of time and money to get to the bottom, but we all agree
it was hoaxed, and that it was not a 'forced' confession.
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peace
Quoting: nexuseditor

Thanks for telling us what we all agree upon. Keep your opinions your own, even if you feel the
need to thrust them upon us. Don't group everyone into your little hoax believing gang.
Seriously, if people spent half the time trying to prove these things instead of wasting time
disproving them (False stories will fade on their own anyway) we would be much further along with
disclosure.
Reminds me of the scientists that get paid god knows how much while sitting around disproving
other people's theories with their own new theories. Search for truth, not lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1001177

Well, you might have a point generally speaking - but in my case it is part of my job to investigate
all these cases and claims.
Seriously, everyone knows this book is total fiction - there is not a single UFO researcher out there
who believes it to have any truth.
The very fact that it mentions Roswell got it put under intense scrutiny from every direction. Do
you have ANY idea how many books and investigations have come out of Roswell?
This book falls apart under the first level of investigation, it is total fiction.
That does NOT mean its contents are useless or meaningless - that is your free will to allocate
whatever you want. Just remember as you do so, that the author made it all up.
Got it?
Quoting: nexuseditor

NOT A WORK OF FICTION. Now this thread is not going to be further corrupted, the purpose is to
discuss the ideas and contents of the book, which are SUPERB. when people are put in the
disappears forever program, and the government wishes to cover up something, shit disappears.
and cann't be tranced by any means. I will delete any further posts about this topic, it does not
serve this thread. END OF THAT DISCUSSION here., Take it to another thread if you wish to do
that. I am greatly disappointed in your method of commentary here Nexus, considering the
purpose you have always stated about your magazine, of which I have read admirable work in,
but not the chani project.
Some of you may wish to listen to the Jess Rense interview with the author of the book, at least
the first portion, the 2nd portion the author reads from the book and since I had already read that,
I moved my attentions elsewhere.
I REPEAT, THERE WAS ANOTHER CRASH IN THE SAME TIME FRAME AS THE FIRST, AND
THERE WAS AN ALIEN WITH ATTEMPT TO DISABLE SAME BECAUSE OF THE
INFORMATION PRODUCED. THERE WAS A NURSE JUST AS THE STORY SAYS, NOW LETS
MOVE FORWARD. ITS A SHAME THE US OF A GOVERNMENT CHOSE TO WIPE THAT
STORY AND NOT TAKE ANY ADVANTAGE OF THE MATERIAL OFFERED. THE US
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GOVERNMENT PURPOSELY BACK THEN LURED CRAFT IN WITH INTENTIONS TO BLAST
THEM AND KILL ANY SURVIVORS. THUS WE DO NOT HAVE THE SIGHTINGS IN THIS
COUNTRY OTHERS ENJOY. THE US OF A WENT THE SLAVE GRAYS FROM ORION. AND
THE WORLD IS PAYING FOR THAT. THIS IS A STORY OF THE REAL FOLKS OF THE
CREATION ND IT HAS GRAT VALUE AND THE EFFORT TO CARRY THE DISCUSSION AWAY
FROM ITS VALUE IS SHOWING IN THIS THREAD. ENOUGH ALREADY.
THE UFO RESEARCHERS OUT THERE PARTICIPATE IN THE COVERUP AND SOME OF
THEM SIMPLY ARE NOT VERY INTELLIGENT. THE MOVEMENT IS INFESTED BIG TIME, SO
YOUR STATEMENT OTHER UFO RESEARCHERS DON'T SUPPORT IT IS JUST FULL OF
WHAT YOU HAVE JUST SHOWN YOU ARE HERE ABOUT, NEXUS. I AM APPALLED, BUT
THEN THAT CHANI PROJECT THAT IS SUPPORTED SAYS IT ALL, DOESN'T IT? I HAVE
CONTACTS YOU CAN ONLY DREAM OFF. AND WE ARE MOVING FORWARD WITH THIS
DISCUSSION.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/24/2011 09:42 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 830513
Australia
08/24/2011 09:05 AM
is the the one you are talking about?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vRE0o3usEE&feature=player_embedded
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 09:15 AM

Nobody in Particular:
Have you red the second book: THE DOMAIN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE RESCUE MISSION?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1344892

NO. I am only going to focus at this time, on the one at hand. But there IS a rescue mission, that
is the whole point of the ascension and 2nd coming activities. I have no idea of the contents of the
book, the title is interesting. This is a complex world.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
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08/24/2011 09:29 AM

The best offense you could to to Aton (since you have read through and through the phoenix
journals) is to ever pretend he would show up as a grey.
Quoting: =@=

I have pretended nothing. I just lost a post I made, got a sorry we seem to be having server
trouble??? message, new one on me here.
Hatonn clearly stated he was a gray in those. and some of my purpose here with this story, the
alien interview is to bring you the TRUTH about the form, for the book does that. You ones have
been the victims of a huge propaganda effort.
I have met ATON thru his chosen form for this mission personally aboard the Phoenix. I know of
what I speak.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/24/2011 09:30 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 09:36 AM

is the the one you are talking about?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 830513

I am not talking about that video. this is a terrible video in fact, really awful and totally a con job.
BigDog10000000000000
User ID: 1317639
United States
08/24/2011 09:38 AM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 09:44 AM

Quoting: BigDog10000000000000

orion gray. Not the same as the form used by celestial spirit beings. the celestial version is
beautiful and balanced. The orion grays, many revolted, they are intelligent enough to do so, and
they reason they got involved with breeding with man's form, is they want to take the human
ascension journey. But that is not the method of choice. They do not like their forms and that is
understandable. They are soulless, per man's definition at any rate, they are a form of AI. But
many over road their programming and do great good and have great love of man kind actually,
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and they ARE going to be granted the human ascension journey.
They are soulless, because of artificial mind they have. I don't have a better word to use,
"artificial" is the best I can come up with to explain. they are 'artificial beings" created as slaves.
Their bodies age, and they can't incarnate as can the human soul, so they clone new bodies and
download the mind contents from the old body to the new. this is done also with human cloning
people, nothing new about it, and there are good uses of such technologies. depends on the
motive. The thugs killing real people in government who are resistant to thug rule and replacing
them with clones is not a spiritual purpose of the technologies.
The orion grays thus do not have a bounded soul/mind of an eternal being. they just keep copying
themselves to continue to exist. There are wonderful ones who truly desire to become REAL
immortal spirit beings. And many have earned it and it will be given to them because they did the
ultimate, they rebelled their "creators" and served HUMAN out of LOVE on this planet. So they
reap the rewards of that love. those of you who have read Dolores Cannon saw a bunch of that
love because some came thru her. They are consciously trying to spiritually improve themselves
which does make them eligible for the gift of eternal life.
The Life Carriers of nebadon, will move the mind of each to a human baby, and then if they
perform correctly in that form, a Father Fragment (thought adjuster per the UB), will some to their
mind just as to all humans, and the eternal journey will become a reality for them. They have
earned the right.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/24/2011 09:59 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 10:39 AM

Ok moving some posts from the 2nd thread I linked last night Thread: Last Year I was a Foot
Away From a Gray Alien, Twice
OP, you need to download and read this book linked below. It will enlighten you and ditto some
more of you ones. I just became available in 2008. it will explain very nicely the grey form, which is
used heavily throughout the creation for those that travel the friendly universe. It does not need
food, It is sustained by the soul of the one using it. It does not need oxygen even, depending
somewhat on the type and it comes in colors other than gray.
These are used by both angel and "human" origin souls. It is only a body, and a doll body or
casper the ghost body to boot. There are two different types, those belonging to SOULS which are
cutely called IS BE's in this book. The other type is for manufactured slaves, which the orions
used. And surpise, many of those slaves do become human, when they grow their minds enough.
The reptilians slave versions are not active in earth now.
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[link to www.theparacast.com] Enjoy. This is an interview a lady nurse made of a alien using the
grey doll body form, from one of the two crashes in roswell. It is a lovely story. READ IT.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/22/2011 06:31 PM
***********************
They seem rather 'dead-pan' and 'emotionless' ordinarily... but I think their 'world' is more internal,
possibly they don't feel the need/have reason for external 'expression' and swinging emotional
states as we do.
Maybe they think more than they act.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515631

PLease read this book. It's very enlightening. I only learned about the book a couple days ago,
when somebody posted it in one of my threads.
[link to www.theparacast.com] it is WONDERFUl except for the thugs of this world and how they
treated the gray alien. You will also learn something about this prison ward on which you reside.
ENJOY. It's not whole story of the creation, but its a wonderful read. I have seen many of thes
forms. Most I have been with are whitist in color but some that were caring for my health once,
when I rested each day, (before I became public), were little BLUES. I kept asking to see them, as
I sure could feel them and talk to them, as they worked on my old joints etc.
One day, before dawn happened, I awakened suddenly to find about 9 of them, around my bed.
the room was completely dark, and they glowed like night lights. they were stunningly beautiful I
might add. about the size of maybe an 8 or 9 year old. Beings that glow are Never dark oriented.
These were in fact a type of angel, and they had called themselves before then to me, simply
Pleiadian angels. I do have an image of sort of what they look like, I need to upload it.
These angelic forms come in all colors of the rainbow, according to the type and frequency. but
the form is also used widely by souls of "animal" origin, who got their start from worlds like this
one. this is a seed planet to create new souls.
*********************
I think they can phase in and out of our dimension by lowering their vibrational frequencies.
Supposedly they are no longed allowed to come here, but the "ban" doesn't work. They are
soulless beings what are more like robot worker drones functioning in a hive mind. They are very
weak physically.
I don't know why they like me so much, but I don't like them. I am not sure if they are helping by
upgrading your individual DNA or if they "chip" you to lower your vibrations. I have had strange
memories of me as a child in my bed and getting really angry and yelling at the window, almost
taunting something beyond the blinds. I have moved around a lot in my life and they have followed
me.
I dont like walking up in the dead of night and feeling fearful. My "chip" is located behind my right
eye, as this was told to me by several "physics" and "healers" who can see the discoloration in my
aura. I have had the "chip" removed and when it was "melted", they came back and "re-chipped"
me, causing my right eye to become lazy.
Maybe the rest of you have met with other factions of positive E.T.'s, but i dont fucking like the
Greys. When I see a picture of their face I feel a deep fear in my physical heart. I recall their
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"smell" and have some memory of the feeling of their touch. Cold plastic hands.
I know that if I go into regressive hypnoses, i will probably remember a lot of this shit, but I dont
want to remember it at all. I am afraid that there are thinks that you cant unlearn.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515743

Please download the book I linked in the two posts above. Only those created as slaves by the
orions thugs are soulless beings and did you know that 50% of folk walking around in these
bodies are also soulless beings.
the body type is common for interstellar travel. They live in very little gravity and don't need
muscles. I have given up talking about this casper the ghost form here, until somebody supplies
the above link a couple days age. the story will educate you and hopefully answer some questions
and cause others. I may open a discussion thread about it, once I have re read it, because I
skimmed it. It brought back so many memories.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 10:43 AM

More posts from the above mentioned thread.
These are used by both angel and "human" origin souls.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What do you mean by this?
My 'oversoul/HGA' is a Grey 'Mantis' type entity... So apparently this once Grey is now an 'angel'...
And are the more 'mantis' looking types actually elderly/geriatric 'Greys'? or a different species
altogether?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515631

there are MANY different forms. Mantis is one type also and these develop on hot dry planets that
only support the insect type life forms. the mantis that fly our friendly universe are wondrous folks.
the above book does provide some teaching about the different types of planets, life can be
developed under many different conditions. If any of you read the book about the Iargans, they
are mammal origin, and I called the "seal people." They develop on worlds with a lot of water and
not much land.
angels are created beings. Human origin souls evolve from animals on evolutionary seed planets.
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it doesn't really make any difference, as the bible correctly says, those of animal origin become
like the angels.
*********************
@Nobody in Particular, I will read the book you linked, but im not into all this hippy dippy spiritual
stuff. But answer me this, why do they have such and interest in our planet and some individuals.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515743

all beings have a their own interests according to their own experiences. This planet is particularly
of interest, because its the bestowal planet of Michael of Nebadon and many are here to simply
watch what is going on. This is a unique planet with many special problems and thus of interest to
others. there is opportunity to observe and learn. some incarnate to work or watch inside, others
watch from outside.
I am "animal origin" of my soul, regards my comments in the previous post, (which I added on
editing, so may have been missed). I am now "like the angels" being a celestial.
*********************
These are used by both angel and "human" origin souls.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What do you mean by this?
My 'oversoul/HGA' is a Grey 'Mantis' type entity... So apparently this once Grey is now an 'angel'...
And are the more 'mantis' looking types actually elderly/geriatric 'Greys'? or a different species
altogether?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515631

The mantis greys are the oldest greys race, and are usually benevolent.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1502425

The greys are NOT a RACE, its a body type adopted for space travel to house the soul. The
soul/minds runs the body and it doesn't need food, usually, depending on type, some take in a
formula. The mantis are in insect race which is developed on hot dry planets that will not house
mammals.
these bodies we use here are TERRIBLE FOR SPACE TRAVEL except to some closer planets
having a similar type body on them. You are not your body, your body is a TOOL. These are NOT
GOOD TOOLS folks. THe gray doll body form goes all sorts of places.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 10:54 AM
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continuing to move MY posts and then I will move a couple where the material from the book have
been posted there.
A few years ago, I woke up to see 2 robed/cloaked figures standing at the foot of my bed. One
looked mantis-like while the other was shorter—only coming up about shoulder height on the taller
one. I was basically terrified, and immediately closed my eyes and feigned sleep. When my eyes
were closed, I could “see” bright multicolored lights. Frankly, I was afraid I was having a stroke. I
would peek through almost closed eyes and the beings were still there, and when I closed my
eyes completely, I would see the colored lights. I concentrated on breathing in a regular sleep-like
manner, and being as still as possible. I don’t know how long this went on, but eventually I
evidently went to sleep. I remembered everything, which is unusual if it were a dream, because I
don’t usually recall dreams. So, I don’t really know what to think: Was it a dream, or a sort of “night
terror,” was it a “mini-stroke” or was it really real?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 523605

visitors trying to wake you up. It's been a difficult process on this world to wake the incarnates up
to their incarnations and where they are from. The black ops folks put out a lot of false shit to help
people freak out in fact.
*****************
So, would I be able to have an O.B.E. and my soul take control of this empty grey body?
Like are these E.B.E.body's up for grabs? poster quote
if you soul is not imprisoned on earth, I assume so, depends though on where you are in your
development. I plan on starting a thread over that book which could lead to lots of questions, but I
am not starting it tonight.
You see with one of those you can walk a planet like this and also walk a lot of other types of
planets. and it's very low maitenance, but your soul has to be at a level to operate one.
The EBE body was a PLANT person, not a gray, if you hear about the survivor of another crash.
These ones metabolize like plants and do well in atmospheres with higher concentrations of
carbon dioxide.
OK NEW information, because I as look at my above response to the question, I didn't clearly
read the question. the answer is NO, if they leave an empty gray form behind, you can't enter it,
because it was programmed to serve them. It would not match your soul. when I read the post, I
was thinking you were asking if once you left this body, could you use one of those, and the
answer would then be yes, depending on your purpose and level of soul development.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/22/2011 07:45 PM
******************
as to 'benevolence" you get to live on lower worlds in solar systems like this, until you earn the
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right to fly the friendly universe. the rules have changed greatly because of folks like the orion
thugs. Its also a law of physics that like attracts like, and thus thugs can't live in the better places.
***************
In response to a poster who asked IF I "believe" everything in the book.
some dates are off a bit, but most of it is good. I am re checking it before I start a thread.
Understand, little material given to earth is 100%. shit happens, but there is huge truth in it and
those with silly earth ideas about god and the creation should learn something from the book. I
found it "amusing" that the nurse considered the alien an atheist. Religion on this planet is a
control measure. As to your asking about "believe" the word is a postulate used wrongly by a lot of
folks. If you "believe" something, it means you don't know. I do know many detains in the book are
pretty accurate, and some I question.
I was confused about moses and thoth in it however. I know Thoth, haven't met Moses yet, but
thoth is OUTSTANDING individual from the superuniverse realms.there has been material give by
Moses, under the PJ program in one of their newsletters that is very good as to the teaching. I
have posted a couple of them. As to Moses, several pleiadian planets sent a lot of folks here, and
so did others and the sirians and pleiadians were long at war.
She does not teach about the hierachy or architectural worlds, but a lot of that stuff abut the
empire is pretty close on, as a general description. It's a decent read. She seems to be an angel
because of her creation story. being of the Mother energy
I am not crazy about the word "Domain" it was the best the nurse could make and I guess once
the alien learned english telepathy, they chose to stay with. whether its perfect or not doesn't
matter, because there is HUGE HUGE teaching in it that is nicely preserved.
I have some question asking to do about some of it. I want to make sure the author didn't mess
the info in a couple places, I have to re read what his annotations were about.
Stuff like companies that sell life forms to planets is pretty right on, but planets are first seeded
with life by beings that do that at appropriate times. This planet was seeded while in the Milky
Center rays that we are again in now and there will huge change. But this planet was also several
times repopulated with life in various parts of it, after major axis shifts and the like.
I think a lot of people need to read about the immortal spirit and start pondering their own. and the
fact that eternity is a long time and you don't spend it having parties with jesus.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/23/2011 08:46 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 11:03 AM
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NIP, thank you for this doc! helps alot in the totality of understanding of things as they
really are. Quote of Jamesbo from thread I am transfering posts from

I wish I had heard of it before it was posted in the thread that got deleted here. I did know there
was a survivor of the 2nd crash that did not live long, but I had no idea a record made it out. I think
it can help some people grasp the size of things and how long eternity is and come out of the idea
they are a meat suit. we use a meat suit for a house to work here but nobody IS a meat suit, not
even the animals for that matter. Spirit is always present. I finally read the intro early today, when I
woke up and couldn't get back to sleep.
I stayed up two hours and then went back to bed. I had been asking if I had a life during the "end
of an age" senario on some planet and sure enough, I had the most marvelous 2 hour nap reliving
one.
**********
From Jamesbo again:
I'm only on page 81 so far, where it reads:
208,000 BCE -The establishment of the "Old Empire", whose headquarters were located near one of the "tail
stars" in the Ursa Major (Big Dipper) Constellation 124 (Footnote) of this galaxy. The "Old Empire"
invasion force conquered the area with nuclear weapons sometime earlier.
Yikes! the time of the Lucifer rebellion...
********************
Jamesbo
User ID: 1509821
United States
08/24/2011 11:37 AM

(My other post from that thread)
559 BCE
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Cyrus II of Persia ID'd as commander of the lost Batallion along with certain dolphins an whales.
Ahura Mazda led as a "winged God" in the search party.
"On land, The Domain Search Party members were referred to as "Annunaki" 178 (Footnote) by
the Sumerians, and "Nephilim", in the Bible. Of course, their true mission and activities were never
disclosed to homo sapiens. Their activities have been purposefully disguised. Therefore, the
human stories and legends about the Annunaki, and the other members of The Domain Search
Party have not been understood and were badly misinterpreted."
"A common element of the Pyramid Civilizations around the
Earth is the constant use of the image of the snake,
dragon, or serpent. This is because the beings who
planted these civilizations here want to create an
illusion that the "gods" are reptilian. ... The 'gods' are
not reptiles, although they often behave like snakes."
I always thought that the gold mining story was smelly, that the Anunnaki were so mysteriously
absent from stories of Atlantis and MU, and from the UB Lucifer rebellion.
Question is, what role did the Anunnaki truly play as part of the Domain? at times they seem to
have been the good guys, but mostly, they seem to have been the bad guys. This can be seen as
with Marduk, as his reign matches the attributes of the "Old Empire".
At times, the Domain appears as if they were the "Life Carriers" of the UB, their "Main Computer
Database" seems like that of the Ashtar command, as they replinished life on earth 70 million
years ago (the time of the asteroid demo that took out the reptilian dinosaurs) and later, including
the processes of "sex" and "pain" to cause the IS-BE to come and get "Stuck" in the flesh.
The comment: "This wave has proven to be the most effective trapping device ever created in the
history of the universe, as far as I know" was pretty powerful. This corroborates that spoken by
Edgar Cayce and others, in their story of creation, when the first flesh-dwellers got stuck, and
created the original sin, that of the monstrosities.
NIP, can you maybe elaborate some as to whom the Domain is relative to GFL, Life Carrier corps,
and Anunnaki
Thanks
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 11:41 AM
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Questions from Jamesbo in the other thread. I have placed in blue the material quoted from the
book Alien Abductions. I will answer the question as this is one issue I clarified during my 45
minute discussion with my destiny guardian angel, Andrea, last evening, as I had the same
questions about the statements. First for a bit of teaching about Andrea. Urantia book readers
already know about the Destiny guardian, an angel assigned to the evolving soul when it makes
3rd circle awareness. If the eternal journey is finally chosen for read after testing, by fusion with
the Father fragment, this guardian angel helps guide the ascension journey of the soul all the way
to paradise and often also completes a similar journey for herself. These are "female" being
daughters of the Mother Spirit of Nebadon, Nebadonia.
Andrea completed her ascension to Paradise and she and I are now eternal friends and partners
and she is here at this time attending me in that role. She is embodied in a white "gray" form on
the Capricorn and her specialty there at this time, is the role of resurrecting bodies of folks who
don't do so well when beamed by the dematerialization to ship. (scotty beam me up method). She
engages also in other work and continues to provide several different services to me, such as the
45 minute session last night, when she came down here. Her form size wise is about 5 1/2 feet
tall. Thus larger than the alien in this story, but smaller than the very tall types such as the form
used by CM/Aton as Hatonn in the PJ's. Andrea gets a portion of the nourishment of her form from
a formula of liquid light and other nutrients. She thus does have a mouth and simple "digestive"
system, which is nothing like ours.
Andrea is a Trinitized Custodian as to her adventure to paradise. You can read about these ones
in the UB, paper 22. My order is also discussed in the same paper, I am a Mighty Messenger.
(and please people this does NOT mean my body, which is merely a "house" at this time.) Now
the writer of that paper, is a Mighty Messenger and those of you who have followed "new age"
have been introduced to her as Mother Shekhmet. How the new age bull is completely wrong
about her. She is NOT the commander of Nibiru for example and she does NOT give channeled
messages thru RAMA of Rama and Tara couple.
Shekhmet wrote 3 papers of the UB, #22, 28 and 30. Her soul mate (mentioned in #22) is often
called Alcyone on this plane, and is also misused by the above folks, rama and tara, as being the
central Sun of Pleiades Alcyone. NO NO and No. Her soul mate wrote 5 other papers of the UB.
#32, 35, 40, 42, and 52. I can't remember his name at the moment, but its NOt alcyone. what has
been done by the CIA to new age is completely disgusting. Rama and Tara rip people off with
fake channelings of Skehkmet, to the last tune I was aware of, $160 . I did a work with Shekhmet,
in august of 2005. Since I can't place links to my site here, you need to go to Telepathic messages
by Candace on my site, and go back three pages, to find it. It's #41, Mother Shekhmet Speaks.
Ok, teaching done on that topic, lets move on to what Jamesbo has asked. I am going to post, so I
don't loose this so far an then edit. NOW for those reporting posting violations, here is the link:
[link to www.theparacast.com] this is well less than 50%.
559 BCE

Cyrus II of Persia ID'd as commander of the lost Batallion along with certain dolphins an whales.
Ahura Mazda led as a "winged God" in the search party.
"On land, The Domain Search Party members were referred to as "Annunaki" 178 (Footnote) by
the Sumerians, and "Nephilim", in the Bible. Of course, their true mission and activities were never
disclosed to homo sapiens. Their activities have been purposefully disguised. Therefore, the
human stories and legends about the Annunaki, and the other members of The Domain Search
Party have not been understood and were badly misinterpreted."
"A common element of the Pyramid Civilizations around the
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Earth is the constant use of the image of the snake,
dragon, or serpent. This is because the beings who
planted these civilizations here want to create an
illusion that the "gods" are reptilian. ... The 'gods' are
not reptiles, although they often behave like snakes."
I always thought that the gold mining story was smelly, that the Anunnaki were so mysteriously
absent from stories of Atlantis and MU, and from the UB Lucifer rebellion.
Question is, what role did the Anunnaki truly play as part of the Domain? at times they seem to
have been the good guys, but mostly, they seem to have been the bad guys. This can be seen as
with Marduk, as his reign matches the attributes of the "Old Empire".
At times, the Domain appears as if they were the "Life Carriers" of the UB, their "Main Computer
Database" seems like that of the Ashtar command, as they replinished life on earth 70 million
years ago (the time of the asteroid demo that took out the reptilian dinosaurs) and later, including
the processes of "sex" and "pain" to cause the IS-BE to come and get "Stuck" in the flesh.
The comment: "This wave has proven to be the most effective trapping device ever created in the
history of the universe, as far as I know" was pretty powerful. This corroborates that spoken by
Edgar Cayce and others, in their story of creation, when the first flesh-dwellers got stuck, and
created the original sin, that of the monstrosities.
NIP, can you maybe elaborate some as to whom the Domain is relative to GFL, Life Carrier corps,
and Anunnaki
Thanks
************************
Ok now to answer the above.
the name of the Domain, is a bit fictional, as the nurse could only find that term in her limited
vocabulary of words, before the alien learned english. I shall thus continue the use here.
the members of the Domain are primarily angelic origin, meaning Created, rather than coming out
of the animal, plant evolutions on planets such as this.
Basically the Domain is a Super Universe of Orvonton organization. While all evolutionary planets
like earth are seeded with life, they do not automatically "belong" to heaven per se. The souls
being evolved there must chose to do the will of the Father and create sustainable planets, that
can enter the eternal cycles of Light and Life.
Planets not yet in Light and light are often captured and corrupted by other thugs from places not
in Light and LIfe. Light and Life planets do not show on the radar of the lower evolutionary planets
in fact. That is the goal here on earth, as part of the massive correcting time going on.
In nature the domain is thus often used as a military force, again what is described in the book as
working to remove the power of the "Old Empire" which one is right to assume includes those
orions et all. this is one place in the book where I wonder if the editor did a bit of editing. the old
empire is far beyond just the orion thugs.
Life Carriers are not part of the Domain as the Domain is an Orvonton force. That said, the story,
and somebody needs to quote some portions about the trade in animals here, probably did lead to
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your confusion and that section is quite worthy of discussion here, and should be a separate topic
for that reason.
They are also NOT Ashtar Command. Ashtar Command has many "ascending" sons are
members for example, and it not an entity of Orvonton, being more "local." The biggest function of
Ashtar Command IS the evacuation of planets in major doo doo. They do not re seed planets
which have undergone major axis shifts. That is a function of the Life Carriers. Life is often
decimated on these planets in the earlier days on purpose, because they for example become
overwhelmed with planet life, and also the early forms like dinosaurs are removed by axis shifts
and the life at appropriate times. These axis serve purpose in the building of a planet of such
nature as this one.
the annunaki are not members of the Domain. They are evolutionary animal origin beings who still
have quite a journey ahead of them. Nibiru has been a major base planet ( and war machine)
of them. Like all beings they vary greatly in their spiritual skills individually. They became heavily
involved in the battle against the Orion reptilians however also, and are the ones who blew a
portion of earth out during an effort to kill all the reptilians. Not all the repilians are spiritually
immature either, some are very advanced, and advancement is the choice of the soul.
The planets not yet in light and life engage in a lot of war, on both sides and as in any war, it
becomes difficult to decide who the bad guys and good guys are. The folks of the DOMAIN DO
KNOW. Just as on earth, many americans accept Iraq and Iran and afghanistan as enemy, where
in fact this ones are defending selves, but also may or may not have alterior motives for
domination to thru the use of Islam. Planets in Light and Life do sometime carry out order from the
Hierarchy, such as the folks from Thiaoouba, who supported Moses and took care of sodom and
Gomorrah, under orders of the hierarchy.
Many anunnaki are in fact using what you ones see as the human form and have come from
human form planets. And they hated the reptilian form. Maybe for good reason. The reptilian form,
is going to be completely uncreated, as it has produced mind that is too aggressive. It has
produced in fact, a very low level of Mind which do choose to do the will of the Father. The
success rate has been terrible.
Understand this does not mean the souls are uncreated, it means they will experience in better
forms. Many of these souls are facing uncreation though, for they have not been able to fuse with
their Thought adjustor and lots of opportunity has been given. the reptilian race has been on this
earth for 4 million years, and they were removed in fall of 2007. All 8 billion of them. As a general
statement they were enslaving their own kind and have not made the spiritual growth to continue
with the Ascending planet.
The annunaki failed their own commission to improve life on this planet, it was NOT going well at
all. There are so many groups having forces within this world. It gets very very confusing. They did
indeed

Edgar Cayce's work spoke of history in this small region. It did not speak of the more galactic
scale and is often misinterpreted. Several folks came thru Cayce, the works are not his, thusly, as
to that which came thru under his self hypnosis. And everyone interprets according to what they
have read of course.
well enough for the time being, I need to MOVE for awhile.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/24/2011 04:20 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/24/2011 12:26 PM

Adding a quick reply before I fold up the computer. What is curious to me, is, I have no idea if the
annunaki were even generally talked about in the 1940's, so that does add some question to if the
writer of the book, did a bit too much editing. I did not review his footnote added to that piece.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/24/2011 12:28 PM
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1518733
United States
08/24/2011 03:29 PM

Here's a quick section from the Phoenix Journal "Space-gate" that I think supports this
thread........One's might find this interesting:

CHAPTER 2
REC #3 HATONN
FRI., AUG. 18, 1989 7:30 P.M. YEAR 3, DAY 002
Hatonn present in Truth, let us continue. Most of the things
which I will tell you are not pleasant. I bring forth these things
only in truth that you, of mine friends, be prepared. We have
no subversive intent toward any nation nor do we wish any type
of civil uprising, in fact, I tell you here and now that I want no
participation from any of you in any thing of that manner. We
are here to help build a communications and business center,
whereby those of you who wish to participate can live comfortably
during a most difficult time. Ignorance is not bliss in this
instance; you must know truth to understand non-truth and act
wisely in all circumstances. That means you must know what
has transpired up until this point so that you can anticipate how
it will impact you as you move through this critical time of
events.
CRASH DETAILS
Let us return to the beings of Aztec, New Mexico. The stories
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get more insane with each telling, it seems--how about a little
truth to shed some light on the happenings.
Between the first of your year 1947 and the end of your year
1952 (and here I shall use published figures--all erroneous) at
least sixteen crashed or downed alien craft, sixty-five alien
bodies, and one live alien were recovered. An additional alien
craft had exploded and nothing was recovered from that incident.
Of those incidents, thirteen are reported to have occurred
within the borders of the United States not including the craft
which disintegrated in the air. Of these thirteen, one was in
Arizona, eleven were in New Mexico and one was in Nevada.
Three occurred in foreign countries. Of those, one was in Norway,
and the last two were in Mexico. Sightings of UFO's
were so numerous that serious investigation and debunking of
13
each report became impossible utilizing the existing intelligence
assets.
Let us look at these published figures a bit more closely. Does
it not seem strange that only three of said sixteen crashes occurred
in foreign countries and two of those in Mexico? Could
it be that other countries are not quite so hostile to visitors?
How do you think there would be eleven in New Mexico?
Could it be the visitors were being lured into secret bases and
then fired upon and downed? ON OCTOBER 29, 1987 YOUR
GOVERNMENT FIRED A HEAT SEEKING MISSILE AT
MY OWN SHIP ABOVE VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
IN CALIFORNIA--AFTER ATTEMPTING TO FIRE A NUCLEAR
WARHEAD INTO "OUR" SPACE.
On August 17, 1987 five Pleiades craft were crash landed; one
reported in Yucca Flats and later claimed to be a "stealth"
crash--yet it was also claimed the "stealth" was still in prototype.
One was crashed in Virginia and one in Texas. Both of
the latter were reported and covered-up. The one in Texas,
however, made it both to KPRC and KTRH and both Houston
major papers. The remaining two have not been publicly reported
and I shall avoid discussion of them.
Of the craft that was crashed in Yucca Flats, there were five
crew aboard. Three were apparently dead, two have body vital
signs and are now in Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada. This information
has been verified by a group out of Edwards Air
Force Base (no longer assigned in that area) and one officer
from Nellis Field--pleading anonymity, verified same in New
York. What is at Edwards Air Force Base would boggle the
minds of the public. These were shuttle craft from MY COMMAND,
therefore I have my facts correct, Ma'am. There was
also a "crash" out of Bakersfield, California in 1986 which was
also projected as a "stealth". Does it strike anyone as strange
that you crash the first five of five stealth planes while they are
still on the drawing board? What expense is one of your stealth
bombers? Half a billion dollars? My, my--oh I see, perhaps
"stealth" fighters. Why do you need Stealth bombers and
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fighter planes when the war is going to he fought with missiles
and nuclear bombs from missiles?
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Could it be anything like your year 1957 when your Army was
assigned the task of forming a super secret organization to furnish
security for all alien tasked projects? The first of such
organization became the National Reconnaissance Organization
based at Fort Carson, Colorado. The specific teams trained to
secure the projects were called Delta.
A second project code named SNOWBIRD was promulgated to
explain away any sightings of the REDLIGHT (alien) crafts as
being Air Force experiments. The SNOWBIRD (as I said, your
government loves cute code names) crafts were manufactured
using conventional technology and were flown for the press on
several occasions. Very "different" in appearance. Project
SNOWBIRD was also used to debunk legitimate public sightings
of alien craft (UFO's). Project SNOWBIRD was most successful
and reports from the public declined steadily--that is, until
recently and currently. Thus enters your "stealth" toys. What
do you think "really" goes on at your Pine Gap, Australia installation?
Have you ones slept a bit too long perhaps?
Let me finish the story of New Mexico and the crash of our
beloved brothers who are able to live in high concentrations of
carbon dioxide. They came for two reasons. Firstly, they
thought they might be of help in assisting you to meet needs in
order for your species to survive as your "greenhouse" effect
worsens. Secondly, if you could not survive, they could--beautifully.
Therefore, a planet would not be wasted. But they
came to you in peace and wondrous love.
They were lured in, brought down and attacked. The beings
were flamed to incineration with the exception of three in the
second or third "crash" that were kept for informational
hostages. More disrespectful was that the stories were then
projected that there were body parts of humans stashed aboard,
such as reproductive organs, anus, sex organs and other cute
things that only would interest Earth humankind and strike terror
into the hearts of the populace. A funny thing happened though.
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After removing all working equipment from the craft the interior
was burned to a cinder to the point that it was claimed nothing
could be salvaged. How so, then, could you produce these
readily recognizable body parts such as a human anus after a
fire which charred the alien bodies to their very skeletal system?
Do you humans, as a group, ever open your eyes and question
anything? Are you drugged beyond recovery?
EBE
Before I talk about recent and current events, I shall give you a
rundown of sequence of events and those involved greatly from
your 1940's that you can give consideration. There are some
very brave people who have brought forth this similar information.
Honor them for they have risked their very lives, as well
as their loved ones. All have flawed information, but some have
presented as honestly as they could research it. I, Hatonn, have
a great advantage in fact finding.
I want to give honor to our cosmic brother who served well and
died on your place without language, isolated and frightened.
That is the one you dubbed EBE. It was a name given by Dr.
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Vannevar Bush.
Flash: In November of 1950 a Canadian engineer by name of
Wilbert Smith wrote a proposal for a study of the Earth's magnetic
field as a possible energy source. He was with the Canadian
Department of Transport and having learned of these alien
craft, etc., thought it most practical. He found the following information:
a. The matter was the most highly classified subject
in the United States Government, rating higher even than the
"H"-bomb! b. Flying saucers do exist. c. Their modus
operandi is unknown, but concentrated effort is being made by a
small group headed by Doctor Vannevar Bush. and, d. The entire
matter is considered by the United States authorities to be of
tremendous significance.
All of this was happening at a time when Billy Eduard Meier
was receiving regular visits from Semjase, Asket, etc., Commanders
in shuttle craft, from my Command--Pleiades, to that
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place in Switzerland. Switzerland will come up again in this
story as relates to your little select "big boy" groups.
At any rate, Dr. Bush has been into about everything. Now,
back to EBE. EBE had a tendency to "misunderstand" language
and questions, and communication, if at all, was most difficult-he was also given to quite a bit of lie-telling if indicated and
suitable. For over a year he would only give the "desired" answers
to his interrogators. Any question which would have resulted
in an undesirable answer went totally unanswered. It did
not set overly well with your American Gestapo.
Now here is where I really give honor to beloved EBE. At
some point into the second year of captivity he began to respond,
and the information derived from this wonderful alien
was startling, to say the very least. It was so wondrous that it
was compiled into a project called the "Yellow Book" (not to be
confused, of course, with project Blue Book). There were
photographs and records and all sorts of wondrous things which
were viewed years later by investigators involved in "GRUDGE
13 " (another cute code name). GRUDGE 13 evolved out of a
pre-existing group called Project Sign. "Blue Teams" were put
together to recover the crashed discs and dead or alive aliens.
The Blue Teams were later to evolve into "Alpha Teams" under
"Project Pounce".
In late 1951 EBE became ill. Medical personnel had been unable
to determine the cause of EBE's illness and had no background
from which to draw. EBE's system was chlorophyll
based and he processed food into energy much the same as
plants. Waste material was excreted about the same way as
plants. By the way--there are always lovely bathrooms available
aboard their craft for their guests--they are beloved about the
cosmos and often are "transporters" and do any and all things to
allow guests comfort and convenience.
Well anyway, EBE couldn't be adequately treated nor diagnosed
by a medical physician so some brilliant doctor suggested a
botanist. Therefore, Dr. Guillermo Mendoza was brought in to
try and help him recover. Dr. Mendoza was gentle and loving
17
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and worked diligently with EBE, but EBE expired in mid 1952.
Dr. Mendoza, however, now became THE expert on alien biology.
These are the only aliens with this type of digestive system.
That should tell you more than I am printing here. You
did this same thing to a lot of them, didn't you?
In a futile attempt to save EBE and to gain favor with a
technologically superior alien race (now why would that matter?)
the United States began broadcasting a call for help early
in 1952 into the vast regions of space. The call went unanswered,
but the project continued as an effort of good faith.
How much good faith can you muster? Why would they ever in
this Universe answer another call from you?
[link to www.phoenixsourcedistributors.com]
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 08/24/2011 04:11 PM
Jamesbo
User ID: 1509821
United States
08/25/2011 04:25 PM

Adding a quick reply before I fold up the computer. What is curious to me, is, I have no idea if the
annunaki were even generally talked about in the 1940's, so that does add some question to if the
writer of the book, did a bit too much editing. I did not review his footnote added to that piece.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I agree with re mention of Anunnaki in 1947 before it was expounded on by e.g., Sitchen.
Nevertheless, thanks NIP for your expounding on what the Domain represents. The Alien
Interview in IMHO remains a most interesting read indeed.
Being Mindful
User ID: 1351464
United States
08/25/2011 06:50 PM

Adding a quick reply before I fold up the computer. What is curious to me, is, I have no idea if the
annunaki were even generally talked about in the 1940's, so that does add some question to if the
writer of the book, did a bit too much editing. I did not review his footnote added to that piece.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I agree with re mention of Anunnaki in 1947 before it was expounded on by e.g., Sitchen.
Nevertheless, thanks NIP for your expounding on what the Domain represents. The Alien
Interview in IMHO remains a most interesting read indeed.
Quoting: Jamesbo

I would like to bump this thread
Could someone please tell me what IMHO is? LOL

Thankyou
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
08/25/2011 06:51 PM

Could someone please tell me what IMHO is? LOL
Quoting: Being Mindful:
IMHO = In My Humble Opinion......:)
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 08/25/2011 07:29 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/25/2011 06:54 PM

Just letting you ones know after the big bashing about it being a hoax on the first page that I
contacted the author and had a lovely email conversation with him. He did not admit the book is a
hoax, quite to the contrary. I will leave my conversation with him private otherwise.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/25/2011 06:55 PM
Jamesbo
User ID: 1509821
United States
08/25/2011 08:06 PM

good move! the only way to find out is to seek the truth
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/25/2011 09:07 PM

link to rense interview. You will get a sense of the author. You only need to listen to the point
where the author reads from his introduction etc, if you have already that.
[link to alieninterview.org]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/25/2011 09:08 PM
Salt
mmm...tasty
User ID: 1313099
United States
08/26/2011 05:00 PM

i believe the one who posted on pg 1 it was a hoax is a shill. he shills a lot of this type of data.
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IMHO
Last Edited by Salt on 08/26/2011 05:01 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/26/2011 05:03 PM

i believe the one who posted on pg 1 it was a hoax is a shill. he shills a lot of this type of data.
IMHO
Quoting: Salt

I have noticed that
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1518330
United States
08/26/2011 09:51 PM

Hi everyone there are two threads running, one of which I got into awhile ago and the other still to
explore that are pertinent to the topic in the alien interview book about this being a prison ward
and soul trapping.
Here they are:
Thread: R We Are All Immortal Spiritual Beings on this PrisonPlanet whose Souls are Captured at
Death and our Memories are Wiped before the Next Incarnation?? I got involved on pages 9 and
10 I think.
Thread: THE TRAP SYSTEM - SECRETS NEVER BEFORE REVEALED: WHY YOU ARE
IMPRISONED IN PHYSICAL BODY, REPTILIANS, HIGHER SOUL, CREATION OF OUR
EXISTENCE (I haven't review this one, I don't think yet).
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aquatime2
User ID: 2438599
Canada
11/26/2011 08:13 PM
I joined this forum just to tell Nobody in Particular....keep posting. Don't let the negative posters
get you down. There are people who find your posts interesting....

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/28/2012 11:41 AM

A BUMP here and a comment. I have written down the paper #'s that you mentioned that Mother
Shekmet and her soul mate wrote in the UB. I am really looking forward to reading them. The
information on this thread is really interesting.
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